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Annual Report – Fourth Year Results
The results presented here are part of the Annual Report for June 2017 which completes the fourth year of the RAP3
implementation according and is now based on the LogFrame revised in 2017 (See Annex 1). The results are grouped
by LogFrame Outcomes and Outputs including 1) LRN, 2) LRN, 3) CONNECT and 4) Capacity Building and compared
with targets for June 2017 and trajectories to June 2019. The LogFrame against which these results have been derived
is attached in Annex 1.

2. OUTCOME INDICATORS
2.1.

OUTCOME INDICATOR 1

Outcome Indicator 1 is defined as a) the number of people living along new RAP road catchment areas which stands at
87,700 and b) the number of people with access to the maintained network of roads which now stands at 2,109,000.
Starting at zero in May 2013 these rose steadily in the first three years of the project as new roads were built and the
maintained network grew to 2000km of DRCN in 2015. These numbers will remain constant through to end of RAP3

2.2.

OUTCOME INDICATOR 2

Outcome Indicator 2 measures the annual number of vehicles (millions) using the maintained roads in the DRCN which
currently stands at 4.9 million per year. As new roads are completed this number may rise slightly but by far the biggest
factor here is the number of kilometres maintained which is unlikely to change.

2.3.

OUTCOME INDICATOR 3

This relates to the amount of employment being generated and the percentage of RAP households receiving a minimum
of 80 days employment a year. Actual numbers of Households employed on new construction will likely decline towards
the end of this year as roads in Bajura and Kalikot are completed. At present the number stands at 100%

2.4.

OUTCOME INDICATOR 4

SWAp Compliance Rating

Capacity building targets for districts,
central institutions linked to RAP3 are
Continual Improvement of Capacity
based
on
ISO
2009
continual
12
improvement plans. These measure
10
progress on a 10 point scale for a range
of key elements from Engagement (0)
8
through
Basic,
Intermediate
and
6
Advanced to SWAp Compliant (10). For
4
districts key elements are grouped by
2
maintenance,
planning,
technical,
financial, institutional and social/political
0
SWAp
Pilots
Core
All districts
Central GON
issues. Key elements will improve at
Compliance
different rates for different districts and at
May-13
May-14
6.22
3.08
4.45
different rates within districts but the
May-15
6.73
5.09
5.77
4.5
10
guiding
principle
is
that
overall
May-16
7.05
5.81
6.34
5.30
performance, the score for all key
Sep-16
7.10
6.09
6.52
5.94
elements, improves year on year. These
overall scores can be tracked for individual districts, groups of districts and averaged for all 14 districts to track the
impact of the capacity building programme. The district Annual Reviews each July also identify obstacles to progress
which allows the capacity building component of RAP3 to respond via its District and Central Annual Support Plans.

June 2017
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As shown above the SWAp Compliance Ratings for the Pilot districts are the highest and rose from 2013 to 2016. The
Pilot districts have had six years of capacity building under the RTI Maintenance Pilot and RAP3 and now stand at 70%
compliance whereas the core districts with only three years exposure averaged 60% of compliance.

In the new 2017 LogFrame, Outcome
Indicator 4 also measures the share of
maintenance funding borne by GON which
is a proxy to measure commitment to
maintaining LRN roads using Road
Maintenance Groups (RMGs) to undertake
routine maintenance. The plan is for 5 Pilot
districts to be funded by GON at the end of
the current financial year and for the five
Core districts at the start of the next
financial year in July 2017. This shift in
funding from RAP to GON is shown in the
left hand chart together with an overall
expansion in maintenance funding during
the life of the programme. Currently this is
slightly ahead of target at 115%.

2.5.

OUTCOME INDICATOR 5 (CONNECT PILOT)

Outcome Indicator 5 relates to the CONNECT Pilot whose progress is not based on results. However, RAP tracks the
amount of money that CONNECT is able to leverage from the private sector from third parties such as Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). Conservative estimates of likely progress by the CONNECT team have so far exceeded
by results and the team has been able to leverage twice the expected amount of funding from the private sector which
now stands at GBP293,467.

3. OUTPUT INDICATORS
Output Indicators in the 2017 LogFrame track annual results against targets for 1) LRN 2) Employment 3) Capacity
Building and 4) CONNECT and show

3.1.

LRN OUTPUT INDICATOR 1.1

This is defined as the number of kilometres of DRCN road
benefitting from the annual asset management programme
disaggregated by a) kilometres of road maintained and b)
kilometres of new road constructed. Kilometres of DRCN
under routine maintenance by Road Maintenance Groups
(RMG) stood at 2281km by May 2017 just 6% over the
target of 2,150km. RMGs typically are responsible for the
routine and recurrent maintenance of 8-10 km of trafficable
DRCN throughout the calendar year and are being piloted
in RAP3 districts as part of the GON SWAp programme.
The objective is for RMGs to be adopted by all LRN
projects.

June 2017
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3.2.

LRN OUTPUT INDICATOR 1.2

Regarding the construction of new roads the intention is to
build 97.5km in three steps, these being track opening to
2.5m in the first year of construction, then 3.5m in the second
year and finally 4.5m plus structures in the fourth year of
construction. This is reflected in the new 2017 LogFrame
targets shown below where average results are nicely in line
with projected targets. At the end of the 2017 working season
in June the average widening was 5% ahead of target after
3.5 years of construction. All but one road is expected to be
completed by September 2018.

3.3.

EMPLOYMENT OUTPUT INDICATOR 2.1 1

This has two indicators which measure a) the total
number of employment days generated by RAP
activities and b) the number of RAP targeted
employed in RBG and RMG activities.
The employment days target for the fourth year of
implementation was set at 3,950,000 days by the end
of June 2017. Actual figures for May 2017 show that
this target was delivered at 101% with 3,997,770
days.
The six year direct employment target of RAP3
stands at 5.070 million days by June 2019. The S
shaped curve presented right is taken from the 2017
LogFrame. As of the end of May 2017 actual
employment days were slightly ahead of forecasts
and well in line with predicted trends.

3.4.

EMPLOYMENT OUTPUT INDICATOR 2.2

This is defined as the number of targeted households employed per annum in a) RBGs and b) RMGS. This is a new
indicator and at present is only 5 months old and as of June the number of RBG households stood at 6,500 while the
number of RMG households was 1,600 with target and results in line at 100%.

1

Output 2 : Following a Fundamental Review of the SED component in 2015 it was decided to stop the SED programme at the end of the second
year of implementation in January 2016 when overall achievement was slightly ahead of target at 113%.

June 2017
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4. OUTPUT 3: CAPACITY BUILDING
This Output relates to strengthening institutional capacity to manage rural transport infrastructure in a sustainable way
and has three output Indicators.

4.1.

CAPACITY OUTPUT INDICATOR 3.1

The first capacity output indicator concerns the number of Annual Support Plans (ASP) as agreed with GON successfully
delivered. ASPs are drawn up for all 14 districts as well as DOLIDAR following the Annual District Reviews in July and
prepared jointly by RAP and GON staff in the light of the previous year’s performance. ASPs in the Extension are now
required to fund orientation meetings and workshops that used to be funded by the Capacity Building Component. ASPs
delivered in the last 10 months met expectations at fifteen in number and 100% on target.

4.2.

CAPACITY OUTPUT INDICATOR 3.2

The LogFrame target for May 2017 has been
affected considerably by the introduction of the on
the job training of the RAP3 Continual Professional
Development programme. Measured in training
days delivered, CPD training is conducted by District
Team Leaders ahead of each step in the annual LRN
cycles. So procurement training is carried out ahead
of the start of procurement in each district. This adds
a great many days of training at the appropriate time
in the annual calendar for one fifth of the cost of a
formal course such the annual LRN Engineering
Course, which all engineers employed by RAP are
required to pass. The number of training days in May
2017 stood at just over 16,043, very close to the
planned cumulative target of 16,090. In the Extension plan through to 2019 the numbers of training days a year was
been cut to 1,120 per year making a final total of 17,800 days by June 2019.

4.3.

CAPACITY BUILDING INDICATOR 3.3

This is defined as the number of policies/guidelines with influencing agenda developed and delivered. To date these
have included 1) NRSAS 2) DTMP3) LRN Inventory 4)LRN Standards 5) LRN Norms 6) RMG Guidelines 7)GIS Mapping
of DRCN 8) DTMP Review 9) Climate change Review of Standards 10) LRN Course Translation 11) NEC P ENG. The
last four are still being developed as part of IY3 by which time this indicator should be 100% on target. The June 2019
target is set at 14 in the new 2017 LogFrame but the emerging federal structure of government is likely to take this total
higher in the next two years including revisiting the 12) NRSAS 13) The LRN Inventory, 14) the DTMP and 15) GIS
Mapping of provincial and municipal roads.

5. OUTPUT 4: CONNECT
Output 4 relates to improved functioning and scaled up markets in RAP3 CONNECT districts.
CONNECT, as a pilot programme, has had a rich year of learning; through our delivery of Year 1 activities we have
seen the rate of progress that is possible and the opportunities that exist. Capitalising on early successes we pushed
forward aggressively as opportunities emerged, converting to action where feasible, overshooting targets by 35% to
200%. In reviewing progress to date, we acknowledge that moving forward it would be prudent to calibrate the pace of
growth, focusing in Year 2 on consolidating for sustainability. Hence, we expect results in Year 2 to be in line with
planned targets and will view success for CONNECT as going deeper rather than wider.

5.1.

CONNECT OUTPUT INDICATOR 4.1

Output 4.1 measures the number of a) households & b) individuals engaged in CONNECT pilots and interventions per
year. At the end of IY3.5 the household target of 2500 and the individual target of 350 have been exceeded by 35%
June 2017
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and 128% respectively. The 3,369 households are comprised of 3,118 Downstream Suppliers, 226 Hamri Didis and 26
full-time employees. The 796 individuals are comprised of 181 Idea Studio Nepal ideators, 488 District Chamber of
Commerce and Industries (DCCI) members who voted in favour of adopting the policy reform paper, 10 Kathmandu
University School of Management MBA students on the Rural Enterprise Services (RES) program, 10 RES partner
businesses, 13 short-term or part-time employees, including On the Job Trainees and locally recruited interns, and 95
Future Entrepreneurs’ Club student members.2

Output 4.1.1 Households

Output 4.1.2 Individuals

MSME #1

316

95

MSME #2

726
415
19
230
533

33

188

MSME #3

EE #1

MSME #4

EE #2

MSME #5

EE #3

MSME #6

488

MSME #7
359

5.2.

583

181

EE #6
427

EE #7

MSME #8
MSME #9

CONNECT OUTPUT INDICATOR 4.2

Output 4.2 is defined as the numbers of districts with policy reform paper on reservation of seats for women on DCCI
Executive Committees (i) drafted; (ii) circulated to Executive Committees; and (iii) tabled at the AGM. As of end June
2017 the policy reform paper has been (i) drafted for all six CONNECT Districts; (ii) circulated to six Districts’ DCCI
Executive Committees and (iii) tabled at two DCCI AGMs, achieving the targets. The policy reform paper has been
passed by two DCCIs.

5.3.

CONNECT OUTPUT INDICATOR 4.3

Output 4.3 is defined as the percentage of partners’ workplans which are on time.
As of end June 2017 there have been a total of 45 monthly workplans generated with our 9 MSME partners. 20 of these
workplans, i.e. 44% were completed on or ahead of time.

2

As Yuya Vayus are also Downstream Suppliers and accounted as such in Output 4.1.1 households, they are not
counted in Output 4.1.2 individuals, though they are the beneficiaries of EE #2 intervention as well.
June 2017
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6. SUMMARY OF FOURTH YEAR RESULTS
Key results are presented below based on the LogFrame developed in 2017 and show that with the CONNECT Pilot
results discounted as agreed by DFIDN, the overall results for the fourth year of implementation stood at 101.98% or
within 2% of expected results. This is the third year in which we have successfully hit our LogFrame targets with a high
degree of accuracy for which half the battle is understanding the local context and setting realistic and achievable
targets.

RAP3 IMC Outcome/Output Indicators for Septamber 2016 - June 2017 (based on 2017 revised LF)

Outcome/Output
Outcome Indicator 1
a) Number of people living along new road access catchment area
b) Number of people with access to the maintained network of roads
Outcome Indicator 2
Annual number of vehicles (millions) using maintained roads in the DRCN
Outcome Indicator 3
RAP % of targeted HHs receiving minimum 80 days/annum employment
Outcome Indicator 4
Capacity development of GoN through RAP
a) Improved capacity (CIM score) - In a scale of 1-10*
b) % of GoN funding for routine maintenance
Outcome Indicator 5 CONNECT Pilot
£’s leveraged from third parties to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise (MSME) Pilots and
Enabling Environment Interventions (in cash and kind)

LogFrame target
(May 2017)

Result

Remarks

87,700
2,109,000

87,701
2,109,000

100.00%
100.00%

4.9

4.9

100.00%

100%

100%

100.00%

6.4
40%

6.4
46%

100.00%
115.00%

150,000

293,467

195.64%

2,150

2,281

106.09%

92.75
79.25
70.75

94.7
83.4
76.7

102.10%
105.24%
108.41%

3,862,162

3,997,770

103.51%

6,500
1,600

6,500
1,600

100.00%
100.00%

15

15

100.00%

16,090

16,043

99.71%

11

11

100.00%

2,432
300

3,357
796

138.03%
265.33%

5
2
1

6
6
2

120.00%
300.00%
200.00%

30

44

146.67%

LRN Output Indicator 1.1
Km of roads under RMG maintenance
LRN Output Indicator 1.2
Km of new roads constructed
2.5m track opening
3.5m widening
4.5m widening
Construction complete: 0.0km
Employment Output Indicator 2.1
Total number of employment days generated:
Employment Output Indicator 2.2
Number of RAP targeted households employed per annum in:
a) RBGs
b) RMGs
Capacity Building Output Indicator 3.1
Number of Annual Support plans, as agreed with GoN, successfully delivered *
Capacity Building Output Indicator 3.2
Number of person training days delivered for Engineers and technicians at the DDC level
Capacity Building Output Indicator 3.3
Number of policies/guidelines with influencing agenda developed and delivered
CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.1
a) Number of households
b) Number of individuals engaged in pilots and interventions per year
CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.2
No of districts with policy reform paper on reservation of seats for women
on DCCI Executive Committees
a) drafted
b) circulated to executive committees
c) tabled at the AGM
CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.3
% of partners’ workplans which are on time

Average excluding CONNECT Pilot

CONNECT’s update June 2017:
Output
June 2017

101.98%

LF target
(June 2017)

Result

Remark
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CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.1
a) Number of households
b) Number of individuals engaged in pilots and interventions per year
CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.1
No of districts with policy reform paper on reservation of seats for women on
DCCI Executive Committees
a) drafted
b) circulated to executive committees
c) tabled at the AGM
CONNECT Pilot Output Indicator 4.3
% of partners’ workplans which are on time

2,500
350

3,369
797

134.76%
227.71%

6
2
1

6
6
2

100.00%
300.00%
200.00%

30%

44%

146.67%

7. RISKS AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES
The RAP3 programme risk areas are classified under the following 6 broad categories. The type and nature of each
category of risks that have been experienced and/or is likely to emerge during programme implementation at various
levels include:










7.1.

External context – Natural disaster, political disruption and interference, monitoring constraints due to frequent
strikes and material and tools shortages and delays in visa extension of expatriates;
Implementation – Remoteness related issues resulting in slow implementation, lack of timely monitoring and
delays in VAT refund to suppliers by GoN agency could lead to cost and time overruns and non-cooperation of
programme stakeholders. Likewise increase in district daily wage rates and budget shortfall to cover expenses of
RMG road maintenance works could effect on programme results;
Safeguards – Injury and death of workers on- and off- work sites and increased vulnerability of disasters (landslide
and infrastructures);
Operational – Dependence on donor support for road maintenance, split of DRCN due to introduction of new
federal structures – provinces, metropolitan and sub-metropolitan cities, municipalities and rural municipalities
related transfer of road section ownership and poor performance of design and supervision consultants, continued
undue pressure and threat to inflate wage earning rates by LRUC and RBG members, low monitoring and
evaluation capabilities due to remoteness and low level of governance, potential forr poor planning, budgeting that
leads to poor financial forecasting;
Fiduciary – Risk of collusion in bidding on projects implemented through DDF, potential of inaccurate financial
forecasting due to poor planning and budgeting, district daily wage rate increases which may need to be topped up
from GoN funding sources, weak capacity of local consultants, benefits of the programme captured by local elites
facilitators, wage payment not going to targeted beneficiaries and compromise in quality works; and
Reputational – Local perceptions of an early exit and scaling down of the programme and other unfinished works
due to budget shortfall.

KEY RISKS IN THE PERIOD

As part of a concerted effort to do things more efficiently and provide better VfM to DFID all support consultants in new
construction districts were let go in January and February, with the exception of Kalikot, and transferred to in-house
teams managed by RAP itself. The private sector has shown that it suffers from poor management and weak oversight
and in MHLR we intend to adopt and test a more structured approach to working with the private sector. The key risk to
taking over from our suppliers is that stores and equipment may have gone missing and that this should not be
transferred to RAP and IMC. Due diligence checks in Humla revealed that the consultant had lost over NRS 1 million of
stores and equipment over a three year period, this sum being deducted from the supplier’s final invoice.
The other key risk is that of injuries and deaths of RAP3 workers. Since the start of the third phase 25 RAP workers
have died as a result of accidents. Of these only two have been “on site” or work related accidents. The trigger event
for the programme was when 6 SBG workers died in a fire in a cave in Humla when a grass door designed to keep out
the cold caught fire at Xmas 2015. RAP eventually commissioned a study by an origanisation called Safetknot to help
us better understand why such high levels of accidents occur in the communities from which we draw our workers and
whether there is anything we can do about it.

7.2.

PROGRAMME RISK MATRIX

June 2017
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Programme risk matrix is reviewed, updated and presented to DFID on a trimester basis. In general, the above
envisioned risks may or may not emerge at ne and the same time. However, the above risks have emerged and had to
be mitigated at various stages of programme implementation. During review period risks relating to external,
implementation, safeguards, operational, fiduciary and reputational issues have been mitigated to the extent possible
and reduced to the acceptable levels. No disturbances were encountered in implementing programme activities in
programme districts during the review period..
Risks areas and mitigation measures taken during the reporting is presented on the 5*5 grid by comparing the likelihood
and impacts assessed in a 4-tier colour chart representing different levels of risk. Risk appetite is captured on the matrix
shown by a dotted line. The same grid is used to illustrate inherent (gross) risk, the impact of mitigating actions, leaving
residual (net) risk presented in Figure 1 below.

June 2017
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Programme Risk Matrix

Risk Area/Description
A.

External Context (Ext)

Gross Risk

Work stoppage in new construction districts
during two phases of local level election slowed
down construction progress
Likelihood: Possible Impact:
Moderate
Delays in visa extension of expatriates from
Sept-16 from GoN department increased risks
continue working for them
Almost
Likelihood:
Impact:
Moderate
certain
Political interference – Compulsory donation,
intimidation and threats and influence on RAP3
decisions
Donation drive by political party cadres during
local election
Non-compliance of ARAMP priorities in DRCN
planning process and implementation by DCCs

Likelihood:

B.

Almost
certain

Impact:

Moderate

Implementation (Imp)

Possible

Impact:

Moderate

Delay on VAT refund to the RAP3 partners
raised risks in participating procurement process
by reliable parties in future
Likelihood:
Possible Impact:
Moderate
Budget shortfall to cover expenses of RMG road
maintenance works from DFID
Almost
Likelihood:
Impact:
Major
certain
Increased district wage rates during programme
implementation period and additional funding
requirements

June 2017
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 Reassess and reorganise
resources to catch up
progress immediately after
the onset monsoon
Continuous follow up and
additional request from DFID
to GoN expedited the process

Residual Impact
Net Risk
Constrained field activities
Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Minor

Visas extended for a year recently.
Almost
Impact:
Minor
certain
Not negotiable but districts are aware that
RAP cannot pay donations to political
parties.

Likelihood:
Briefed on working principles
of the programme including
BOGs.
RAP3 in coordination with
RMO staff managed to make
dialogue with political party
leaders.
Stoppage of field works during
election.
Efforts made through DoLIDAR
to strictly follow the document
in annual planning, budget and
programming by DCCs

Gross Risk

Remoteness related issues result in delays
which lead to cost and time overruns, missed
physical results and poor financial forecasting
and performance

Likelihood:

Mitigation Measures

Off-season bulk procurement
of tools and materials ahead of
the construction season to
ensure availability
Expedite construction works
engaging more RBGs/SBGs
De-rate results by 10-20% to
account for risks
Continuous follow up and
repeated requests has helped
expedite the refund process to
reimburse long standing dues.
GoN agreed for supplementary
funding to cover budget
shortfall from this FY onwards.
RAP3 SC meeting agreed to
cover budget shortfall from
GoN source.

Assess post-election situation before
reinitiating field works.
DCCs accept that RAP funds go through
this procedure even if GON funds do not.

Likelihood:

Almost
certain

Impact:

Minor

Net Risk
Revised physical targets are being met.
Realistic results set and achieved while DLI
financial disbursement targets are hit with
accuracy (+/-5%) stipulated by DFID
Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Minor

Parties with good track record may be less
interested in participating programme
procurement processes
Likelihood: Possible Impact:
Minor
Action decision from GoN made to cover
budget shortfalls
Likelihood: Possible

Impact:

Minor

Action on decision of RAP3 Steering
Committee meeting to be prevailed
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Almost
Impact:
Moderate
certain
Private sector partnership on RAP3-Connect not
materialised

Likelihood:

Likelihood:

C.

Possible

Impact:

Moderate

Safeguards (Safe)

Likely

Impact:

Moderate

Women and disadvantaged excluded from
programme activities
Likelihood:
Likely
Impact:
Moderate
Increased vulnerability of landslide disasters and
risks of failures of infrastructures due to climate
change impacts

Likelihood:

D.

Likely

Impact:

Moderate

Operational (Op)

Likely

Impact:

Major

DRCN under RAP maintenance (RMG) to be
split after federal structures come into operation.
Almost
Impact:
Medium
certain
Effect of GON restructuring towards federal
system for support on capacity building and
policy harmonisation
Almost
Likelihood:
Impact:
Minor
certain
Continued undue pressure and threat of LRUC
members to inflate daily wage rates of RBG to
DTA in Humla
Likelihood:
Likely
Impact:
Major
RAP3-Connect private sector partners fail to
deliver on contractual commitments
Likelihood:

Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Moderate

General poor performance of Design and
Support Consultants.
Likelihood:

E.

Likely

Impact:

Major

Fiduciary (Fid)

Possible

Impact:

Moderate

Potential of inaccurate financial forecasting due
to poor planning and budgeting

June 2017
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GON provided NRs 70m budget
for RMG in Pilot districts starting
Oct-16 by further extending to
all 10 maintenance districts
from next FY. RAP providing
Light Touch TA.
Need to reformulate DTMP to
support GON federal
structures.

Programme level mitigation not
applicable
All party cadres meeting in the
presence of visiting minister
organised in HQ and seek help
to resolve the situation
Bell-weather indicators in place
to alert of risks
Close supervision and
monitoring of works by the
RAP3 team
Engaged fresh engineering
graduates to support DTAs
and replace under –
performing consultants.
No consultants, except for
Kalikot are engaged

Ensure competitive bidding
process following good
procurement practices
maintaining transparency with
fixed bid evaluation criteria in
place.
Payment for results (P4R) of
RAP3 contract provisions
promotes achievement of
targets

Likely

Impact: Moderate

Initial results of some pilot initiatives show
mitigation measures helped derive these
results.

Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Minor

Net Risk
In spite of mitigation measures, accidents
remain likely

Likelihood:

Likely

Impact:

Minor

Regular monitoring and reporting
Likelihood: Possible Impact:
Minor
Conduct climate resilience audit to identify
potential risks and implement mitigation
measures
Repair damages of road sections including
structures
Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Minor

Net Risk
GoN fund able to cover routine and
recurrent road maintenance needs of DRCN
in 10 maintenance districts.
Likelihood:

Likely

Impact:

Minor

Provinces, Municipalities/Rural
Municipalities unable to fund DRCN
maintenance
Almost
Likelihood:
Impact: Medium
certain
Hold on support areas likely to affect by
restructuring under the federal system
Likelihood:

Gross Risk

Risk of collusion in bidding during procurement
of goods and works

Likelihood:

Provisions for protective safety
gears, first aid kits and
insurance system in place.
Launch enforcement measures
using safety gears &
awareness raising programme
at group & community levels
Ensured engagement of
women and disadvantaged in
programme activities
Conduct climate vulnerability
assessments and identify
potential risks of road failures
Revise and update norms and
standards to accommodate in
rural road design and
construction
Construct climate resilience
road and ancillary structures

Gross Risk

Risk of dependence on donor’s (DFID) support
for road maintenance and upgrading and lack of
use of GoN funds.
Likelihood:

Adopt standard screening and
selection criteria of partners
Ensure comprehensive due
diligence prior to engage
partners
Provisions of regular
monitoring and evaluation of
performance status

Gross Risk

Risk of injury and deaths of workers on-and offwork sites

Likelihood:

Likelihood:

Almost
certain

Impact:

Minor

Situation improved in general. However,
personal grumblings still persist
Likelihood:
Likely
Impact: Moderate
Ensure periodical milestones are met
through regular supervision, monitoring and
reporting
Likelihood:

Unlikely

Impact:

Minor

Direct control by RAP improves
performance in maintenance districts and
Bajura, Humla and Mugu in new
construction.
Likelihood:

Unlikely

Impact:

Moderate

Net Risk
More normal levels of risk secured for RAP
funding.

Likelihood: Possible Impact:
Minor
Able to hit financial forecasts within +/-5%
accuracy stipulated by DFID
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Likelihood: Possible

Impact:

Moderate

Wage payment not going to the targeted
beneficiaries

Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Severe

RAP3-Connect private sector partners abuse
programme funds and support
Likelihood:

F.

Possible

Impact:

Severe

Reputational (Fid)

Possible

Impact:

Minor

Perception that RAP3 programme is not ‘propoor’
Likelihood:
Possible Impact:
Minor

Fail to maintain political neutrality of programme
works during implementation and staff

Likelihood:

Possible

Impact:

Likelihood: Possible Impact:
Minor
The payment system working efficiently, which
is also verified through internal audits and
public audits

Likelihood:
Rare
Impact: Moderate
Mitigation measures found efficient to
minimise associated risks
Likelihood:

Gross Risk

Perception of scaling down of the targeted
programme activities
Likelihood:

Trimesterly progress reviews
enable adjustments to financial
forecasts
Wages paid through bank
accounts jointly operated by
members of working groups
Ensure cash pavement
distributed at construction
sites publicly.
Sensitize to DFID and IMC
anti-corruption standards and
zero-tolerance policy
Review situation by RAP3
management

Minor

Continue social mobilisation
works in new construction road
corridors
Continue communication with
GoN stakeholders at central
and district levels
Ensure representation of poor
in construction works and other
field activities
Ensure implementation norms
and guidelines fully followed at
all levels
Monitor and verify staff are not
involved in political party
programmes and adhere code
of ethics

Rare

Impact:

Moderate

Net Risk
Repositioned role of RAP in line with the
changed scope of works.

Likelihood:

Unlikely

Impact:

Minor

Ensure representation of poor through field
supervision and monitoring
Likelihood: Unlikely
Impact:
Minor
Ensure that none of the programme works are
politically biased and staff have fully
maintained political neutrality

Likelihood:

Unlikely

Impact:

Minor

Figure 1: Risk Matrix for RAP3
Despite mitigation measures for risks associated with RAP’s external context such as the effect of local elections on
construction activities, residual impact has remained significant. To minimise election impact, a contingency plan we
have designed a catch-up plan for construction during the post local election period. Apart from external risks, the
programme managed to mitigate other risks outlined above, which ultimately had no significant impact on RAP meeting
programme targets.

7.3.

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT BASED ON INTERNAL AUDIT

We continue to maintain a risk events register and general risk matrix, which shows the latest status of each risk category
experienced by the programme. RAP3 continues to work in close coordination with the DFID/GIZ Risk Management
Office (RMO) in using RMO’s guidelines and SITREPs for which RAP3 district staff are major contributors. Programme
operational level risks associated with implementation, project location and type and nature of work activities identified
through different sources are dealt by internal audits. Risks and mitigations dealt during the annual review period are
presented in Annex 2.

June 2017
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CI Information Sources
There are many sources of information that can be used to identify opportunities for improvement. This includes two
formal mechanisms – Internal Audit and Field Verification Reporting – which are defined in more detail in the
Performance Management and Verification (PMV) Manual, and a range of less formal mechanisms.

Internal Audits (Risk Based)
RAP3 has a team of full time and part time internal auditors that carry out planned audits in accordance with an annual
audit schedule. Occasionally they may also carry out unplanned audits in response to incidents or requests from team
members. From implementation year 2 (IY2) the internal audits have followed a Risk Based Audit (RBA) approach,
focusing on specific themes that the Strategic Management Team consider pose a potential (internal) risk to programme
delivery.
The audit reports clearly identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to implementation in terms of
adequacy of the management systems to control risks and compliance with the system requirements. From IY2, internal
audit reports are publicly available and posted on the website.

Field Verification Reports
The field verification process is essentially a lower level audit process that is used to provide detailed feedback on field
level activities that cannot practically be reached by the internal audit team during their short audit visits. There are two
levels or tiers of field verification
1. Verification by staff responsible for district oversight (DC, DTL, EO / SEDO 3 ) to verify physical progress,
quantities and quality of works (including safeguard provisions) against reports submitted by our implementing
partners (Consultants or Delivery Partners).
2. Verification by Technical specialist staff from TMO to verify if minimum technical standards are being met and
technical procedures are being complied with.
The level one audits are carried out as part of routine monitoring and oversight visits and cover the full geographical
and technical spread of RAP interventions. Level two audits have lesser reach, focusing on the most critical, complex
or difficult technical works or technical areas of concern.

Other Feedback
Sources of feedback include, among others:

3

District Coordinator (DC) who visits every 6 weeks and District Team Leader (DTL), Engineering Officer (EO) or Social and
Economic Development Officer (SEDO) who are all based in the district.
June 2017
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general field visit reports,



email and written correspondence,



meetings and general discussions,



external reports including those from MEL, DFID



programme related studies



issues raised through RAP3 Hotline and ‘bikaashko baato’ radio programme



press articles

June 2017
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Such feedback comes to and through all members of the RAP3 team and it is up to the individuals to identify important
issues and forward these to the relevant management structure as appropriate. The management structure is
summarised below.

Field staff

District Team
Leader

District
Coordinator

PMV Team
Leader

Senior
Management
Team

Central and District Observations
The feedback is distilled into a list of key observations that can be divided into those that are of a general nature or that
relate to the effectiveness of central level management (referred to as Central Level Observations) and those that are
specific to individual districts or that relate to the effectiveness of district level management (District Level Observations).
The overall management process is the same in both cases, but managed by different team members.


Central level observations are identified and managed by the Strategic Management Team (the Programme
Manager and Deputy Programme Managers).



District level observations are identified and managed by the District Management Team (District Team
Leader, EO / SEDO and District Coordinator).

CI Management
Management Review and Response: The relevant management teams then hold a formal meeting in which they
review the observations and respond to them. In some cases no further action may be required other than to clarify a
situation. In many cases, the response will include a plan to take some form of action – correcting, preventing, improving,
enhancing, innovating.

Continual Improvement (CI) Action Plan: The actions identified in the response are then entered into the central
or district CI Action Plan, which defines the actions to be taken, by whom, by when, and when and how their completion
will be verified. From IY2 the CI Action Plans are publicly available and posted on the website.

Share and implement CI Action Plan: The relevant management teams then explain the plan to other team
members and implementing partners and issue instructions to implement the CI Action Plan as appropriate.

Monitor and update CI Action Plan:

On a regular basis and as part of the routine monitoring and management
meetings, review and update progress on the implementation of the CI Action Plan, including details of verification of
completed activities as defined in the plan. Updated versions should be submitted to the PMV Team. Timing of
submission of updates is dependent on the timeframe for actions in the plan and their actual completion.
Updated CI Action Plans are then used to inform and identify the need for formal follow up through the internal audit
and field verification mechanisms.

8. FINANCES AND DELIVERY OF VALUE FOR MONEY
RAP3 continues to deliver strong VfM across the 4E’s. Since its inception, the programme has introduced a series of
initiatives aimed at delivering better VfM for DFID. However, it wasn’t until IY3 that a formal VfM Framework was
developed and VfM reporting began to be carried out on a regular basis. This has led to a better understanding and
articulation of actual programme expenditure and results to drive continuous improvement by making more informed
evidence-based choices. The key achievements in VfM delivery and corresponding VfM savings shown below relate
specifically to the 10 month period under review, but their effects are long term. Regular VfM analysis has enabled
management to identify which practices and implementation modalities have provided the best VfM for DFID, which in
turn shapes programme design to maximise VfM delivery for the programme going forward.

8.1.

ECONOMY

Graduate Engineers: Over the period, RAP3 has employed 21 Graduate Engineers (GE’s). GE’s have comparable
levels of responsibility to Engineering Officers (EO’s) but cost the programme GBP 6,186 per annum vs. the GBP 13,213
per annum cost of EO’s. For a total of 21 GE’s over the period, this amounts to total cost savings of GBP 122,972.
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In-house vs. External Supervision: As a result of the programme’s decision to switch from using external supervision
consultants to in-house supervision, cost savings of GBP 43,628 have been generated for the period.
First Aid Supplies: We have shifted our approach from local direct procurements to in-bulk via the Nepalgunj regional
hub. This has resulted in cost savings of GBP 6,600 (or 27%) for the period vs. previous direct procurements and has
allowed us to maintain better quality control.
LRN Supplier Incentive Contracts: We have been trialling elements of an ‘Incentive Contract’ for gabion boxes
whereby we offer a premium percentage on bid price if the manufacturer uses a mechanical selveding machine. This
follows on from our earlier ‘Industry Study’ whereby we are attempting to encourage quality improvements across the
industry. Already we have seen positive results with one of our regular suppliers investing in a mechanical selveding
machine to improve the quality of supplies.
LRN Supplier Bonus Clauses: In addition to standard liquidated damages, we have introduced ‘Bonus Clauses’ that
give suppliers (with ready stock and who can move quickly) the ability to price more competitively in the knowledge the
will recoup ‘discounts’ through the bonus. We are using a ‘back-to-back’ system where the bonus calculation is the
reverse of liquidated damages.
Procurement Scheduling: We are carrying out our main procurements after the July GoN financial year rush/price
hikes. In this way, we buy when there’s very few other customers thus maximising the VfM of the purchases.
Feather & Wedge: we are using locally made Feather & Wedges instead of factory-made, which has resulted in cost
savings of GBP 8,450 (or 50%) and supports the local private sector.

8.2.

EFFICIENCY

Time savings from the Human Resources Information System (HRIS): Since the introduction of the RAP3 HRIS in
mid-2016, the programme has benefited from efficiency savings for the management of payroll, timesheets, field trip
planning, leave requests, district team restructuring and recruitment. Our Head of Human Resources estimates that we
are saving 31 person days a month on administrative tasks since the HRIS was introduced (incl. both District and KTM
staff). This amounts to 310 person days saved and GBP 4,694 in HR staff salaries saved for the period.
Restructuring of District Teams: In four RAP3 pilot districts, Graduate Engineers have replaced District Team
Leaders. In Jhapa, Dadeldhura, Sankhuwasabha and Sindhupalchowk savings of GBP 714 per month/district are being
generated as a result of the streamlined modality, which amounts to total savings of GBP 23,562 for the period.
Field Sight: RAP3 is working in partnership with UNOPS to pilot remote site supervision data collection technology
(Field Sight) on new construction works in Bajura district. The pilot study has shown that this technology increases the
efficiency and accuracy of data collection compared to traditional manual practices. Currently, an assessment is being
carried out of how this pilot could be scaled up and introduced to other RAP3 districts.

8.3.

EFFECTIVENESS

RAP3 CONNECT third-party investment leveraged: The CONNECT component has leveraged GBP 680,327 from
third-parties (incl. partners, financial institutions and other donor programmes) in cash and in-kind investments for the
period. Key activities responsible for generating the investments include:
 Working capital limits facilitated for MSMEs from banks
 Value chain financing secured for ginger and turmeric farmers
 SME partner co-investment in vehicle purchase to ease transport constraints for aggregating smallholder
production
GoN Contribution to RMGs in Pilot Districts: In 2016, RAP3 worked closely with DOLIDAR and MOFALD to secure
GoN funding for road maintenance in pilot districts. Since then, GoN have disbursed NPR 64m or GBP 487,804 for this
purpose and is receiving technical support from RAP3 for the management of RMGs. This is a breakthrough initiative,
which promotes GoN ownership and the overall sustainability of the rural road sector in Nepal.

8.4.

EQUITY

According to PMV data, the average composition of RBG/SBG workers for the period was 60% male to 40% female –
with 26% for disadvantaged groups. For RMG workers, the average composition was 57% male to 43% female – with
27% for disadvantaged groups. For both RBG/SBG and RMG workers, the average percentage of female workers was
on target for the year at 33%.
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8.5.

TOTAL VFM SAVINGS FOR THE PERIOD PER COMPONENT

Total VFM savings for the period amount to GBP1.378 million broken down as follows:
Component

VFM SAVINGS
(GBP)

Item
Graduates vs. EOs

122,972

In-house Supervision
LRN

TA

CONNECT

43,628

First Aid Supplies

6,600

Local Feather and Wedge

8,450

GON Pilot Maintenance

487,804

Total LRN VfM Savings

669,454

HRIS Staff Time Savings

4,694

New Field Mngt. (714/mth)

23,562

Total TA VfM Savings

28,256

Third Party Investment Leveraged

680,327

Total CONNECT VfM Savings

680,327

TOTAL VFM SAVINGS (GBP)

1,378,037

Invoiced for the period :- June 2016 to May 2017

MANAGED FUND DLIs
DLI Ref

Sub head

DLI Description

Outcome 2b Employment Days
MF0.1
Employment Days
Output 1 Improved Access (LRN)
MF1.1
Road length under maintenance
MF1.2
a

£3,096,074.75
£3,096,074.75
£3,140,324.39
£1,635,506.11

Road length under construction
Track under widening to 3.5m

£380,252.95

Track under widening to 4.5m, structures
started
Output 2 (Connect/Safeguard)
MF 2.3
Connect & Safeguards (Realigned SED)
b

Output 3 Institutional Capacity (CB/PH)
MF3.1
No. Training Days

£1,124,565.33
£402,084.88
£402,084.88
£146,986.90
£146,986.90

Output 4 Performance Management and Verification (PMV)

£328,779.99

MF4.1

No. Audits carried out

MF4.3

Monthly SMT Review

£13,505.29

MF4.2

Trimester milestones (see milestone narrative)

£72,778.38

£242,496.32

Flexible Fund

£67,001.70

Humla-Mugu(HMLR) - Inception phase
Unallocated

Total - Managed Fund

TA DLIs
DLI Description

TA1

Core Management (against monthly reports)
5 % escalation of Fees

£0.00

£0.00

£7,181,252.61

£7,181,252.61

£805,579.56

Component wise
£1,154,846.80

£50,052.00

Core Management (against trimester, annual,
completion reports)

TOTAL - TA

Summary

June 2017

£67,001.70

Sub head

DLI Ref

TA2

Component wise

£299,215.24

£1,154,846.80
Sub head

£1,154,846.80
Component wise

TA

£7,181,252.61

£7,181,252.61

MF

£1,154,846.80

£1,154,846.80

TOTAL - TA + MF

£8,336,099.41

£8,336,099.41
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DLI Invoiced Amounts
Outcome/Outputs
Outcome
Output1.1 (LRN): Improved rural transport
infrastructure

Indicators

LOGFRAME RESULTS
Inception/
Baseline

May-14

May-15

INVOICED (GBP)
May-16

Inception/
Baseline

Mar-17

Indicator 2: (millions of employment days)

0

258,000

1.5

2.9

3.7

Km of DRCN under RMG maintenance (km)
Km of new road (2.5m track opened)
Km of new road (3.5m widened)
Km of new road (4.5m widened

0
0
0
0

240
57
0
0

2000
76
27
18

2000
88
68
58

1850
75
75
75
-

Output1.2 (LRN): % of new road infrastructure
investment incorporating required a) DRR b)
road safety c) environmental standards
Output1.3 (LRN): % of RAP ARAMP July target
achieved by May
Output 2 (SED): Local Economic Growth

2.1 Number of beneficiaries receiving SED
support
2.2 Number of households (communities or
schemes) benefiting from SED linked
infrastructure investment
2.3 Number of private sector service providers
engaged by SED in SED clusters

Output 3: Strengthened institutional capacity
to sustainably manage rural transport
3.1 Number of training days for a) government
infrastructure
b) private c) other stakeholders
3.2 % of Annual Social Audit findings conducted
at District level showing satisfactory rating
increasing year on year
3.3 Continual Improvement Score

0

0

25

70

90

0

9

30

75

0

0

10,000

16,900

18,400

0

0

2,000

17,780

48,480

0

0

200

540

806

0

0

200

6,238

11,986

12,000

0 80+
Pilot : 5.93
Core : 3.08
Central : 4.0

Pilot : 6.73
Core : 5.09
Central : 4.5

80+

80+

80+

Pilot : 7.05
Core : 5.71
Central : 5.3

Increase

Increase

-

May-14

May-15

May-16

May-17

Total

6,059,293

3,900,017

4,135,999

4,630,342

18,725,651

1,789,522

1,998,254

1,696,459

423,551

5,907,786

530,743

475,955

526,223

205,000

1,737,921

66,251

220,461

173,986

460,698

PMV
OTHER

206,022

MANAGED FUND

206,022

8,379,558

6,440,477

6,579,142

5,432,879

27,038,078

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

161,628

861,622

1,338,540

1,104,795

1,095,388

4,561,974

TOTAL

367,650

9,241,180

7,779,017

7,683,937

6,528,267

31,600,052

June 2017
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9. COHERENCE
Writing in 2011, the Implementation Plan for RTI Maintenance Pilot in RAP2 observed that a major objective was a
coherent approach to the development and management of the Rural Transport Infrastructure (RTI) sub sector. The
intention was to introduce a new model of development cooperation to promote greater harmonisation of donor and
government activities in the sub sector. This would be achieved by GON and its development partners adopting a
single, Government-led, RTI policy and common approaches to RTI development. This would be matched by
improving governance and capacity building at local and central levels of government to allow progressively greater
reliance to be placed on government procedures for implementing future RTI investments. This would be initiated
through focusing on common approaches to a GON led maintenance strategy and building these approaches into new
and existing RTI development projects such as RAP, SNRTP & DRILP.
These could play a major role in promoting greater effectiveness through the roll out of an RTI maintenance culture
nation wide to all 75 districts in the country. This would do much to promote an RTI sub sector development partnership.
If a SWAp approach to RTI maintenance could be shown to work it would provide confidence in the partnership to extend
the approach to new construction and enter into joint financing arrangements and joint collaboration with GON. In the
present unstable political climate, donor development projects are likely to continue to play an important role in
providing role models for GON activities, especially at the District level. The extent to which Development Partner
initiatives progress is likely to depend on District level progress in key governance issues as well as in planning,
implementing and reporting.
In the past year SNRTP and RAP supported DOLIDAR to introduce RMGs through the preparation of RMG Guidelines
to allow a phased take-over of the management of these groups by GON as well as joint funding. RAP3’s role in funding
of RMG operations in its 5 pilot maintenance districts ended in October 2016 when GON took over funding the
programme. As of the start of the next Financial Year GON will fund RMG operations in all 10 RAP maintenance districts
with RAP technical support to mid-2019. Meanwhile APPIIC, also managed by IMC, has been working to develop RMG
funding through the Roads Board for LRN.
Another DFID initiative is the construction of the Mugu Humla Link Road (MHLR) using a co-funding arrangement
between DFID and GON whereby they share the works costs equally while DFID bears the TA costs. This represents a
big breakthrough for RAP and DFID as Britain enters into a likely Brexit future outside the European Union. Also
noteworthy is the use of equipment by RAP to make up for the lack of a local workforce along the alignment and the
agreement by GON for a direct modality by a private sector British supplier. Six years in the making, the coherence
achieved by RAP has been reset by the newly emerging federal structure in Nepal which is likely to require revisiting
these initiatives to ensure they will work in the new federal structures.
10. RECOMMENDATIONS
Of the ten recommendations relating to IMC in the 2016 Annual Review, all have been actioned (See Annex 3). However,
the decision in March 2017 to introduce the new federal structure of government has had an impact on
Recommendations 1 and 8. MOFALD at present is to be disbanded which means that DOLIDAR is also likely to be
made redundant. The DDCs have been converted to DCCs that have a coordinating role only, with financial
responsibility resting at the provincial and municipal levels only. The so called “federal reset” brings into questions the
value of disseminating RAP good practices and developing a mini LogFrame for capacity building when it is clear that
the capacity needs of the LRN sector have been transformed.
1. RAP will have to rethink much of its approach to capacity building at both the central and field levels of
government which will need to be informed by the new federal structure.
2. Until that structure is clear, RAP can work with GON to revisit the LRN part of the NRSAS. It will have to
rethink the policy and planning mechanisms such as DTMP, DRCN, ARAMP as well as the classification and
management of the LRN.
3. RAP will clearly also have to assist with the transition of RMG management from the DCCs to the new
municipalities. Already we are getting calls for assistance from the municipalities but without staff or buildings
the modality is still unclear. RAP should now engage with the new municipalities in the DCCs where it has
worked.
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4. Emergence of provincial structures and related responsibilities for LRN is also likely to have a significant
impact of the next two years of RAP3 and will also have an impact on the objectives of a RAP4.
5. In drawing up IY4 RAP will need to factor in the RAP Extension to 2019, developments over the last 10
months as well as the DFID Annual Review. It must also take account of innovations to be piloted on the
MHLR and the emerging objectives that relate to RAP4 and the federal reset. It is likely that we will use
Annual Support Plans and existing DCC Engagement Procedures for Provincial and Municipal agencies on
the one hand and a revisit of the NRSAS at the central level on the other. This approach is shown in the figure
entitled “Purpose of RAP Annual Review”.

6. A more detailed breakdown of the issues that IY4 will have to think about are shown in the federal reset slide
to the right. The implications for the 2017 Annual Review is that it is not looking only at the last 10 months but
must also give
guidance to IY4 design,
the impact of the
federal reset and the
longer term
objectives of a future
RAP4.
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1.1.

ANNEX 1 : 2017 LOGFRAME

PROJECT NAME
IMPACT
Reduction in poverty, vulnerability
and exclusion in Western Nepal

Rural Access Programme - Phase 3 (RAP3), £47.325 million, Revised in Feb 2017
Impact Indicator 1
Baseline: Feb-17
Households lifted out of or prevented from falling into
Planned
poverty by RAP
Achieved

OUTCOME

Outcome Indicator 1
a) Number of people living along new road access
catchment area*
b) Number of people with access to the maintained
network of roads*
*Outcome
figures derived
from
Indicator
2 population living within VDCs

Improved incomes and resilience
through employment, and
improved access to services &
economic opportunities in the
rural transport infrastructure area
(RTIA) of RAP; with increased
policy ownership and capacity
over rural road asset
management by GoN.

Planned
Achieved

Jun-18

Jun-17
87,700
2,109,000

Jun-19

Jun-18
87,700
2,109,000

87,700
2,109,000

ii. Limited exogenous shocks to the
economy

b. 2,109,000
Baseline: Feb-17

Planned
Achieved

Outcome Indicator 3
RAP % of targeted HHs receiving minimum 80
days/annum employment

Planned

4.90 million
4.90 million
Baseline: Feb-17
100%

Achieved

100%

Jun-17
4.90 million

Jun-18
+

Jun-17
100%

Jun-19
++

Jun-18
70%

Source:
RAP3 management information systems
Outcome Indicator 4
Capacity development of GoN through
RAP:

Baseline: Feb-17
Planned
Achieved

Jun-17

Jun-18

a. 6.4

6.4

++

++

b. 13%
a. 6.4

40%
6.4

70%

100%

b. 13%

46

iii. Limited shocks due to climatic and
other natural disasters.
iv. High demands for labour based
Jun-19 employment in the selected area
40%
v.Targeting systems will be robust
enough to ensure that the poor and
disadvataged groups benefit
disproportionately from the project.
Jun-19
vi. Inclusive approach results in
minimal conflict at the local level
vii. Social systems of discrimination
can be transformed through
awareness to support the realisation
of equal wages and opportunities

Source:
RAP3 management information systems

* Measured once in a year during district annual
review.
Outcome Indicator 5
£’s leveraged from third parties to Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprise (MSME) Pilots and Enabling
Environment Interventions*

Jun-19 Assumptions
i. Political instability does not increase

a. 87,700

Annual number of vehicles using maintained roads in
the DRCN

a) Improved capacity (CIM score) - In a scale of 1-10*
b) % of GoN funding for routine maintenance

June 2017

Baseline: Feb-17
a. 87,700
b. 2,109,000

Jun-17

Baseline: Feb-17
Planned
Achieved

0
293,467

Jun-17
150,000

Jun-18
300,000

Jun-19
450,000

viii. GoN will fund for emergency and
recurrent and routine road
maintenance costs.
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OUTPUT 1

Output Indicator 1.1
Km of roads under RMG maintenance

Planned

Baseline: Feb-17
2,100

Achieved

1,944

Development and Sustained
Management of Local Road
Network (LRN) in RAP3 districts

Planned

Km of new roads constructed
Achieved

OUTPUT 2

DFID (£, million) =

Output Indicator 2.1

Total number of employment days generated:
a) in construction (male/female)
b) in maintenance (male/female)
c) for SBGs
Increased and reliable pro-poor
earning opportunities for RAP
targeted households
* Includes 288,644 (237,979 / 50,665) days created
by SED component
Output Indicator 2.2
Number of RAP targeted households employed per
annum in:
a) RBGs
b) RMGs

16.50

INPUTS (FTE)

June 2017

3.5m wide: 77.0km
80.0km
4.5m full width: 67.0km
72.0km
Construction complete: 0.0km 0.0km

92.0km
86.0km
60.0km

Jun-19

97.5km
97.5km
97.5km

ii. Limited impact of extreme climatic
conditions affecting road access.
Positive response from transport
markets to lowered transport costs
iii. GoN continue to fund on routine
and recurrent maintenance on the
RAP3 established road networks and
continuously implement.

Source:
RAP3 management information systems, MEL verification, and independent monitoring report
GON (£) = -

Jun-17
Total: 3,950,000
a) 1,268,640 / 805,093
b) 1,383,943 [1,308,943]
(94.58%)
c) 200,000 / 3,680

Jun-18
Total: 4,650,000
a) 1,473,622 /
936,404
b) 1,594,823
[1,463,823 (91.78%)
c) 350,000/6,507

RISK RATING
Medium

Jun-19
Total: 5,070,000
a) 1,520,646 / 1,000,878
b) 1,760,825 [1,574,825]
(89.44%)
c) 490,000/9,007

Assumptions
i. Project is able to effectively target
and employ sufficient numbers of
people in the community to participate
in road works

Total: 3,688,150
a) 1,218,031 / 731,449
Total b) 1,321,048 [1,283,171]
Achieved c) 125,465/3,513

Planned

Source:
RAP management information system, MEL verification, and independent monitoring report
Baseline: Feb-17
Jun-17
Jun-18
a. 6,500
6,500
3,000

Achieved

b. 1,600
a. 6,500
b. 1,600

1,650

1,650

Source:
RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

Jun-19 Assumption
2,250 i. Labour based maintenance
approach to climate resistant roads is
accepted by the community and other
stakeholders

2.5m trail: 93.0km
3.5m wide: 78.90km
4.5m full width: 70.40km
Construction complete: 0.0km

Baseline: Feb-17
Total: 3,543,706*
a) 1,204,963 / 698,565
Total b) 1,307,590 [1,269,713]
Planned (97.10%)
c) 43,944

IMPACT WEIGHTING (%): 20
INPUTS (£)

Jun-18
2,200

Source:
RAP management information system, MEL verification, and independent monitoring report
Baseline: Feb-17
Jun-17
Jun-18
2.5m trail: 92.0km
93.0km
97.0km
97.5km

Output Indicator 1.2

IMPACT WEIGHTING (%): 20
INPUTS (£)
INPUTS (FTE)

Jun-17
2,150

18.51

ii. People in the community are
effectively mobilised and motivated to
Jun-19 participate
1,500
1,650 iii. Able to ensure women can
participate in groups
RISK RATING
Medium

GON (£) = -
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OUTPUT 3

Output Indicator 3.1

Baseline: Feb-17

Number of Annual Support plans, as agreed with
GoN, successfully delivered *

Planned

15

Achieved

15

Jun-17
15

Jun-18
15

Jun-19 Assumptions
15

Source:
Baseline: Feb-17

Jun-17

Jun-18

15,420
15,731

16,090

16,900

ii. Influence of RMG at the VDC level
can be achieved though multiJun-19
stakeholder engagement at the local
17,800 level.

Jun-18

iii. Exit strategy from pilot district
ensures sustainable GoN investment
Jun-19 in maintenance

RAP management information system
Output Indicator 3.2
Institutional capacity & policy
commitment to manage LRN
assets strengthened

Number of person training days delivered for
Engineers and technicians at the DDC level*

Planned
Achieved

Source:

Output Indicator 3.3

Baseline: Feb-17

Number of policies/guidelines with influencing
agenda developed and delivered

i. Project is able to engage effectively
with the local administration

Planned

7

Achieved

7

RAP management information system
Jun-17
11

15

19

Source:
IMPACT WEIGHTING (%): 5

RISK RATING
Medium

RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

INPUTS (£)

3.04

GON (£) = -

INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 4

Output Indicator 4.1

Baseline: Feb-17
Planned

Number of a) households & b) individuals engaged in
pilots and interventions per year

Achieved

a. 2,227
b. 298
a. 2,577
b. 353

Jun-17

Jun-18

2,500
300

2,800
600

Jun-19 Assumptions
3,000 i. CONNECT is an input-based pilot
900 component and results are not linked
to DLIs.

Source:
RAP management information system
Output Indicator 4.2

Improved functioning and scaled
No of districts with policy reform paper on reservation
up markets in RAP3 Connect
of seats for women on DCCI Executive Committees
districts
(i) drafted; (ii) circulated to executive committees; and
(iii) tabled at the AGM

Planned

Achieved

Baseline: Feb-17
i. 0

6

Jun-17
6

Jun-18
6

Jun-19

ii. 0

2

4

6

iii. 0
i. 5

1

2

3

ii. 2
iii. 2
Source:
RAP management information system

Output Indicator 4.3

Baseline: Feb-17

% of partners’ workplans which are on time
IMPACT WEIGHTING (%): 10
INPUTS (£)

Planned

0

Achieved

44%

Jun-18

Jun-19

30%

40%

50%

Source:
RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

9.28

INPUTS (FTE)
Note: Baseline figures referred to the cumulative results of activities from the beginning of RAP3 implementation since May 2013.

June 2017

Jun-17

RISK RATING
GON (£) = -
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1.2.

ANNEX 2 - CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT ACTION PLAN

This Annex presents issues raised by RAP3’s Internal Audit procedures giving details of the type of risk, issues
raised, mitigation actions undertaken by RAP Strategic Management Team, those tasked with mitigations, timeline
and current status. Of the 58 issues raised since 2016 only 3 mitigation measures are still remain as ongoing,
these being ear defenders (sound) for rock drill operators and maintaining visibility of RMOs Basic Operating
Guidelines by district level staff. Mitigation actions of these issues are ongoing and expected to complete soon.
Operational level risks are dealt with swiftly to prevent significant impacts on the overall programme
implementation and achieving result and targets.

No.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Risk Areas
Public Audit at
RMG level

Issues

Mitigation Action

Responsibility

Timeline

Status

DCs

Sep-16

Complete

DCs

Sep-16

Complete

Safeguards

Feb-17

Complete

The RMG level Public Audit
organised in SIN revealed that a
complete procedure and steps as
instructed by the guidelines could
not be followed. Hence, limit it to
Monthly Wage Payment Audit.
However, RMG cluster level Public
Audit once in a year is being
continued.
Public Audit costs are arranged
under LNGO‘s budget but the Public
audit guideline, April 2015 had
stated that this cost to be arranged
in LRUC’s budget.

Review the existing PA
guideline, April 2015, and
make necessary
amendments as per the
requirement of audit
methodology for all level.

Manual for Safe
guard
programme

Parts of then SED manual is used
for social safeguard management.
But a specific guideline is needed.

Prepare a simple guideline
for safeguard programme

Public Audit
(New
construction)

As provisioned in the guideline, preaudit meeting among the DTA,
LNGO and the LRUC not being
practised.

Instruct DTA to orient SC
and LNGO staffs on RAP3
public audit guidelines April,
2015-revision.

All DCs new
construction
district

Sep-16

Complete

Convening of
Public audit
(New
construction)

LRUC management and safeguard
spend details and reporting on
physical progress found to be
excluded during PA.

Instruct DTA to ensure that
the public audit has covered
the process and the
contents as per the RAP 3
public audit guideline.

DC-KAL

Sep-16

Complete

Store
management

Trimesterly store verification
provision not complied and records
on ledger and Bin Cards were found
not updated

Instruct DTA to follow the
RAP 3 store management
guideline and maintaining
the store up to date.

DC-MUG

Sep-16

Complete

Employment
days reporting

No supporting documents were
available for RBG wise recording
and reporting of employment
generated days.

Instruct DTL for managing
the back-up support data in
compiled form in DTA and
SC office.

DC-MUG

Sep-16

Complete

Documentation
of employment
days of tools &
materials
transport

Employment created by transporting
tools and gabion boxed from main
stores to construction sites not taken
into account.

Reinforce to DTAs in
recording and reporting
employment days that
created by transportation of
tools and materials.

DC-MUG

Sep-16

Complete

Saving credit
programme

RBG - Group saving and credit
guideline is not in place. No clear
policy on use of group savings.

Instruct DTL to ensure that
group level policy in place
and seek best options for
safety of the saving.

DC-MUG

Sep-16

Complete

Work
measurement
and monthly
payment to
RBG/SBG

Monthly payment is not regular due
to various reasons - absence of
RBGs at work, unwillingness of
groups to get payments on
attendance basis and group
attitudes to measure works only after
completion of assigned tasks.

Instruct DTA to orient SC,
LNGO and LRUC for RAP
policy to measurement of
works at regular basis
unless there is written
request from LRUCs with
valid reasons

DC-MUG

Sep-16

Complete

Public audit
(New
construction
district)

June 2017

Review the existing PA
guideline, April 2015, and
make necessary
amendments for budget
arrangement for public audit.
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No.
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Risk Areas
RBGs’ and
SBGs’
grievances

Sanitation –
Toilet at site

RBG minute on
wage payment

RBG Payroll

Safety cards

NGO reports

Public audit

District CIAP

Information
dissemination

Chainaging and
plotting of
gabion layers

Display of RAP3
Communication
Strategy

Hand over and
take over during
staff rotation

Radio show –
“Bikash ko bato

June 2017

Issues

Mitigation Action

In general, there was no grievance,
Sahajkarta, RBGs were clear about
measurement procedure and not
content with SC’s approach.
However, cases of grumbling on low
wage rates were reported at the time
audits
Temporary toilets (pit latrines) to be
erected at sites were found missing.
But DTA claimed all toilets damaged
during the monsoon and committed
to replace as soon as the works
started.

Instruct field staff to reiterate
that RAP3 is following
DoLIDAR norms in its works
measurement and wage
calculation.

Wage payment records available but
total amount of group saving amount
and RBG members' attendance and
wage income found missing.
Difference in RBG attendance
records of Serepata RBG of Raskot
LRUC, Kalikot in bill prepared by SC
and RBG submission to the SC.
However, the total sum of wage
payment released was correct.

Provision to read out messages of
Safety Card daily by Group Safety
Officer/Sahajkarta not practised by
RBGs /SBGs.
Trimester review has not taken place
with NGO.
The monthly reports are submitted
by NGO but not the trimester.
Physical progress on construction
works and problems/ challenges
faced by SC,NGO and DTA not
presented and discussed in the
public audit
District Continual Improvement
Process (DCIP) is not initiated in
SAN and JUM and regulated in
MOR, DOT, DAD and PAR.
Audit issues raised in central
management (TMO) not well
disseminated across RAP3 to draw
DTA’s attention whether they have
similar issues.
Poor documentation of gabion wall
structures including chainages and
detail drawings in new construction
corridor.

The notice board or poster of 10
RAP3 principles not available at
DCC office premises to the public as
per ”District Level Com. Strategy”
Oct 2014.
Staff overlap period of out-going and
in-coming persons during transfers
of duty stations not being practised
in districts.

Issues raised by local journalists
either found neglected or distorted
by Antenna Foundation at the centre
during the radio show.

DTA to manage to construct
toilets by all RBGs/SBGs
and using it avoiding open
defecation.

DTL to instruct NGO staff on
how to keep necessary
information in RBG minute
book especially for RBG
level audit.
DTL to instruct RE to ensure
that RBG payroll are
correctly recorded including
attendance of the RBG/SBG
members. Also NGO to
report back upon
confirmations after wage
payments.
DTL to instruct NGO and
SC's field staff to ensure the
principle of safety card is
materialized at filed.
DTA to educate NGO PC to
ensure that the reporting
and other actions mentioned
in ToR are fully complied.
Instruct NGO and SC to
follow the process of the
guideline and ensure its fully
complied.
DC to instruct and reinforce
DTAs regularizing the CI
process as per 039 RAP
briefing paper.
Develop a generic reports of
CIAP (audit findings and
management response)
meeting and circulate to all
DC/DTLs.
Need to develop RAP
guidelines for plotting gabion
layer plan which clearly
indicates respective
particular IPCs number in
graph sheet.
Management to instruct
DTAs to manage and put the
poster of The 10 RAP3
Principles in DDC courtyard
and RAP3 notice board.
Management to instruct all
districts that the rotating staff
to prepare a detail hand over
note before s/he leaves
programme or transfer from
one base station to another.
DTL to develop smooth
handing over mechanism in
the DTA.
RAP3 management to
discuss with AFN and sort
out the issue raised by local
journalists

Responsibility

Timeline

Status

DTL-MUG

Nov-16

Complete

DTL-MUG

Nov-16

Complete

DTL KAL

Sep-16

Complete

DTL-KAL

Sep-16

Complete

DTL- MUG

Nov-16

Complete

DTL-MUG

Nov-16

Complete

DTL-MUG

Nov-16

Complete

All DCs

Oct-16

Complete

Audit team

Sep-16

Complete

LRN

Nov-16

Complete

Admin/HR

Dec-16

Complete

TMO

Dec-16

Complete

DPM

Nov-16

Complete
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No.

Risk Areas

Issues

Mitigation Action

24

Verification of
RBG attendance
by project staff

No signature of verifying staffs in the
RBG/SBG attendance sheet
attached with the final bill.

DC to send an instruction to
their concerned DTLs that
the RBG/SBG attendance
sheet attached with the final
bill must be signed by all
concerned staff.

Worksite safety

No warning flags, sign board or
barricades at Ch.00+750 of Maure –
Kailashmandu road in BAJ.

DC to send an instruction to
their concerned DTLs that
appropriate safety measures
are in place.
DC to send an instruction to
their concerned DTLs to
ensure application of LRN
guideline related to vertical
bracing wire.
DC to inform DTAs for
proper use of Safety
Instruction Card and 10
point information cards.

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Vertical bracing
wires in Gabion
Boxes

No practice of vertical bracing wires
in gabion boxes in BAJ followed.

Use of safety
instruction & 10
points
information
cards

Interaction with 170 RBG/SBG in 10
groups revealed that majority of
members ignorant on importance
and use of Safety Instruction Card
and 10 Point information cards.
No design line and level in the cross
section. Only existing ground level
and work done area of each IPCs
were plotted.

Plotting cross
section in graph.

First aid kits

Insufficiency in timely replenishment
and regular follow up

Availability of
contract
agreement
copies and
vouchers in
districts

Hard copies of signed contract
agreement documents and payment
vouchers of Global Impex not found
in the district. However payment
details were available.

IY1 Contracts:
Concurrence
certificates

Lacks proper documentation of
concurrence certificates issued by
TMO, IPCs of contracts and
vouchers in districts.

Numbering
system of
payment
certificates
(DCC and RAP3
DTA)
IPC wise
contractor’s
payment details

Payment certificate (IPCs) number
between DCC and RAP DTA found
different. The reason was, RAP DTA
considered 1st IPC in case for
advance payment for contractors
whilst DCC did not.
Documentation of contract wise IPC
payments details and vouchers not
well maintained. Hence, cross
checking works and DDF spend
tracking process found difficult.

Site store
management –
Purbotta, BAJ

Store Keeper was issuing materials
without his signature in the
issuing/demand forms.

Data reporting
and compiling
system of RMGs
employment
days generated

Discrepancy in RMGs attendance
record. DTA teams and DCs found
confused on whether its attendance
based or output based.
Documentation maintained at DTA
differed to that sent to TMO.
Data on employment days
generated were not found recorded
and reported covering period as
required by PMV.
RMG members put signature in
attendance and payment sheets
before receiving wage payment.

Monthly
progress
reporting
system.
Signature in
attendance and
payment sheets

June 2017

Ensure plotting of cross
sections in graphs as
provisioned in the LRN
guidelines.
Ensure all RBG/SBG have
complete set of First Aid Kits
and timely replenishments.
DTLs/DDC-Morang to find
out signed contract
agreement document and
hard copy of payment
vouchers and make
available with necessary
supporting documents in the
district.
Ensure concurrence
certificates received from
DC and attached with the
respective bills before
making payment to
contractors.
DTL need to follow DCC
system but now onwards,
RAP DTA need to insert
reference number in
payment certificate.
DTL to prepare IPCs wise
payment details for tracking
contractor payment under
RAP3 DDF fund regarding
bill payment in individual IPC
as well as total IPCs issued
till its final payment.
DTA to ensure that the Store
Keeper should sign on each
demand/issuing forms
before issuing any items
from the store.
A separate attendance sheet
needed to use for keeping
daily attendance record.

DC to instruct DTL to ensure
that PMV guidelines are
strictly followed the reporting
period.
DC to instruct DTL to follow
RMGs guideline in
maintaining RMGs
attendance records and

Responsibility

Timeline

Status

All DC (new
construction
districts)

Nov-16

Complete

All DCs (new
construction
district)

Nov-16

Complete

All DCs (new
construction
district)

Nov-16

Complete

All DCs

Nov-16

Complete

All DC (new
construction
districts)

Nov-16

Complete

All DTL

Feb-17

Complete

DTLs of
maintenance
districts

Feb-17

Complete

DTLs of
maintenance
districts

Nov-16

Complete

DTLs of
maintenance
districts

Nov-16

Complete

DTLs of
maintenance
districts

Nov-16

Complete

All DTLs

Feb-17

Complete

All DC of
maintenance
districts

Dec-16

Complete

All DCs

Dec-16

Complete

All DCs of
maintenance
districts

Dec-16

Complete
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No.

Risk Areas

Issues

Mitigation Action

Responsibility

Timeline

Status

All DCs

Dec-16

Complete

All DCs

Dec-16

Complete

All DTLs

Feb-17

Complete

PM

Jan-17

Complete

PM

Jan-17

Complete

PM/LRN

Jan-17

Complete

Safeguards

Mar-17

Complete

DPM

Jan-17

Complete

PM

Jan-17

Complete

TL CONNECT

May-17

Complete

TL CONNECT

May-17

Complete

Procurement
Management
Specialist

Jun-17

Ongoing

DC Mugu

May-17

Complete

DC Mugu

May-17

Complete

distribution wage payment
with receipts.
38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

Risk register

Neither the risk register maintained
in DTA nor reported in monthly
report the status of project risks.

DTL to maintain risk register
in the district and report
updated monthly status of
risks in PMV.

District CIAP
management

CIAP was not initiated in the district.

Internal data
management

Poor documentation of records.
Instructions given by TMO on
various aspects were not properly
followed.
Initiated ARAMP process first by
allocating budget before need
assessments to be derived from
rapid condition survey of the road
network in DCC
ARAMP preparation process not
uniform across projects in districts.

DTA to strictly initiate
preparing CIAP in every
month and report to DC and
CC to CI team.
DTA to update and maintain
proper filing system in
districts

LRN - ARAMP

LRN –
Preparation of
uniform ARAMP
DoLIDAR
guidelines
Use of Excel
Sheet in
preparing
ARAMP
Safeguard:
Saving and
Credit
M&E Framework

Actions on
issues raised by
field verification

Hamri Didi (HD)

Yuva Vayu (Incommunity
youth
volunteers)

Health and
safety of drill
operator

Investigation on
the use of
consumables
items
Summary
reports on use of
drills

June 2017

An agenda to put forward at
the annual review meeting
represented by DCC officials

An agenda for the
forthcoming annual review
meeting to be held in
Jan.2017.

Feedback of DCC and DTA reveals
the Excel Format Sheet is not userfriendly for preparing RAP ARAMP.

Review the use of the Excel
Sheet Format and inform
DTAs.

Continuation of group saving and
credit programme to be encouraged
through transforming into the
Cooperatives.

Safeguard component will
prepare a briefing paper
justifying how it really works.

M&E frameworks is not available,
however a reporting flow diagram is
being used to monitor the progress.
Monitoring of corrective measures
on issues raised during field
verifications

Prepare a M & E Framework

Absence of a clear strategy on
registration process in DCCI, scaling
up and exit strategy.

The Yuva Vayu (Youth Wind)
intervention has just been initiated.
The concept and design of a 4-stage
plan for YV activation are outlined in
the ‘The CONNECT Package’
document.
Drill operator and helper are
exposed with high volume noise
from the drill machine but there are
no any measure taken to protect
them from the noise
Investigations on consumption of
consumables (fuels 2t-oil, grease
F&Ws) were not yet made by the
DTL as he is ensured that the use
rate of these items are reasonable
The status of stocked and required
items for drill maintenance is
prepared while making new demand
for spare parts but periodic summary
report on the use and maintenance
of rock drill machine is not prepared.

DTLs to prepare minutes of
the Sunday weekly meeting
and share with TMO, which
to be deal in Monday
meeting at TMO.
Prepare a guideline
describing CONNECT role
and exit strategy, offering
recommendations to Hamri
Didis on enterprise
registration, tax implications
etc.
Update CONNECT Package
document to include the
details of Yuva Vayus (i)
roles and responsibilities; (ii)
4-stage offer; and (iii)
timeline for CONNECT exit.
CMS to explore the
appropriate types of eardefenders’ to the drill teams,
procure and supply the
required numbers to new
construction districts.
DC to instruct to DTL for
overseeing monthly
calculation of consumable
uses for dill machine and
report to DC.
DC to istrict DTLto prepare
periodic summary report on
the operation and
maintenance of rock drill
machine and submit to DC.
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No.

Risk Areas

52

Spare parts of
Rock drill
Machine

Old and used spare parts of the drill
were not kept separately, which
made tasks of physical verification
difficult available in the store.

Drill mechanic’s
log book

Drill Mechanic’s logbook is
maintained but the verified by and
checked by are not signed by
authorised person.
New spare parts available in the
store are not entered/ recorded into
the store stock book.

53

54

55

56

57

58

Spare parts for
Drill machine

Operators log
book

Safe handling of
patrols

BOG’s
Understanding
among the staff
Staff carrying
the BOG during
field visit

Issues

Operators log books are not
collected by DTA once the bill is
prepared, this happened in Karnali
drill group.
Safe handling procedures in
guideline for petrol is not well known
by the site store keeper and the
operator of Mastamadu group.
Staff still need to enhance the clarity
on the understanding on the BOG
14 points
Staff don’t keep the BOG while
making field visits

Mitigation Action
DTAs need to manage in
storing the old and new
spare parts separately in a
box with a visible marks for
each items.
DTL to check the log book
before signing on it.

Prepare a separate log-book
for each machine and record
all spare parts maintained
and replaced in rock drill
machine.
DTA to collect all the log
books of drill operators while
preparing the Bills.DTL to
manage this issues through
district level CIAP.
Orient store keeper and drill
operators on safe handling
of the patrols and post the
guide-line in the door of the
store.
DCs to instruct RTLs/DTLs
to detail orientat to the stafs
on the BOG 14 points.
DTL to contact RRMO and
manage BOG booklet and
distribute to staff with proper
instruction.

Responsibility

Timeline

Status

DTL Mugu

May-17

Complete

DTL Mugu

May-17

Complete

DTL Mugu

May-17

Complete

DTL Mugu

May-17

Complete

DTL Mugu

May-17

Complete

All DCs

Jun-17

Ongoing

All DTLs/RTLs

Jun-17

Ongoing

Keys: PM – Programme Manager, DPM – Deputy Programme Manager, LRN – Local Road Network, TL – Team Leader
Coordinator, DTL – District Team Leader, RTL – Regional Team Leader,

June 2017

DC – District
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1.3.

ANNEX 3: IMPLEMENTATION STATUS OF LAST YEAR’S AR RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were issued in the 2016 Annual Review and progress against these is reported for IMC
recommendations below. Of the ten recommendations relating to IMC all have been actioned. However, the decision in
March 2017 to introduce the new federal structure of government has had an impact on Recommendations 1 and 8.
MOFALD at present is to be disbanded which means that DOLIDAR is also likely to be made redundant. The DDCs
have been converted to DCCs that have a coordinating role only, with financial responsibility resting at the provincial
and municipal levels only. The so called “federal reset” brings into questions the value of disseminating RAP good
practices and developing a mini LogFrame for capacity building when it is clear that the capacity needs of the LRN
sector have been transformed.
Ref
#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

June 2017

Recommendation

Time line

Responsibility and
current status

IMC to disseminate RAP3’s good practices and achievements
through communication pieces and workshops in coordination
with DFID and GoN (to publicise successes and help engage
other Local Road Network programmes)

Dec 2016
onwards

IMC and ITAD:

IMC to implement the exit plan for pilot districts as concluded
in LRN sustainability approach and begin to put in place an
action plan for handing over the core district maintenance to
the GoN (e.g. can we use and access the Road Fund). This
should include the funding and people resources to manage
RMGs, being specific in terms where each district is today and
what is required over the next 3 years and include a specific
policy/influencing strategy.

Aug 2017

IMC:

IMC to ensure a cost management plan is in place to actively
manage the cost of the extension period. This should include
working with DFID, RAP Co-ordinator and GoN officials to
prepare for and deliver a steering committee which formally
agrees to “cap” costs for the extension period (and mitigate the
cost overrun risk)

Dec 2016

IMC to develop and implement a matrix to document and track
progress against main recommendations from the reviews
conducted including MEL’s independent reviews, MEL’s
independent verification of LRN;s major results, Crown Agent’s
Fiduciary Risk Assessment, RAP3 Performance Management
and Verification audits (technical audit and verifications,
independent financial audit etc.) and IAD DFID internal Audit.
DFID to update RAP3 delivery plan every Trimester
accordingly.

Nov 2016
onwards

IMC:

DFID and IMC to review the revised “open book” output based
payment approach in year 1 of the extension period

Early 2017

DFID and IMC:

IMC to shift the implementation year to align with the GoN
fiscal year

Jun 2017

GoN has agreed to finance
cost of RMG maintenance
works. This implementation
plan details plans for GoN
handover and
sustainability.
IMC:
The envisioned funding
gap to be fulfilled through
GoN funding as decided in
the SC meeting on 28 Nov
2016.

Complied and will continue
reporting on AR
recommendations

Complied and will continue
reporting
IMC:
Implementation year
aligned with GoN FY. Task
accomplished

As the new CONNECT approach is designed to test new
approaches and take greater risks, the IMC team will need to
ensure they actively manage and flag risks as well as ensure
the team is actively learning and being bold to stop what is not
working and scale / replicate what is.
Linking with the new overall RAP3 logframe being developed
and contract extension, IMC to work with MEL to consolidate

ITAD to take a lead to
disseminate on RAP3’s
good practises and
achievements

IMC:
On-going

May 2016

IMC and ITAD:
Task accomplished
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“capacity building to GoN” and develop a mini LF which
captures the key activities, innovation, safeguards and results
9

IMC and MEL to develop and implement a work plan in
agreement with DFID and GoN (MoFALD and DoLIDAR in
particular) for enhancing LRN sector coordination

Nov 2016
onwards

IMC and ITAD:

10

In the next period, KEPTA will not be focusing on policy
influencing and will instead be focusing on capacity
development to support the implementation of KEP. However,
it is recommended that KEPTA strengthen the working
relationship with KRDU to ensure that all KEPTA activities are
grounded within MoFALD and that all knowledge products
developed for and with the Government of Nepal are fit for
purpose

DFID to
verify Mar
2017

KEPTA:

11

In the next phase, KEPTA will be focusing primarily on building
institutional capacity within KRDU and within the
implementation districts. The programme would benefit from
developing and implementing a targeted system of tracking- on
an ongoing basis- capacity enhancement and institutional
reform within KEP (similar to the Capacity Improvement
Matrix). Ongoing monitoring can allow the team to adapt and
trouble-shoot as needed

Mar 2017

KEPTA:

12

Given the increased focus on sustainability the RAP3
Extension, it will be important to identify how the MEL team
can positively contribute to key policy goals (e.g. GoN taking
on the funding and management of RMGs).

Aug 2017

ITAD:

13

Given the investment in the RCA report and subsequent “Mid
Line Report”, it will be important for DFID and the MEL team to
ensure that the findings and key insights are shared widely and
genuinely used. This should include exploring in detail cross
cutting themes such as gender and conflict.

Disseminat
ion plan
due by Jan
2017

ITAD:

14

MEL team to lead a process engaging all partners to finalise
the updates the logframe for the extension period

Dec 2016

ITAD:

Whilst there have been examples of improvements in VfM,
understanding and measuring VfM as a routine process is still
not sufficiently developed. Post the finalization of the logframe
led by the MEL team, all partners will work with DFID to define
a robust measurable VfM framework which can be monitored
routinely

Jan 2017

15

June 2017

On-going through ITAD

Task accomplished
ITAD and IMC;
Complied and will continue
reporting.

